feel warm
wodtke infrared radiation heater

Special: positive effect of infrared radiation

What is infrared radiation?
If you step out of the shade into the sun on a sunny day, you will instantly feel a pleasant
and beneficial warmth, although the actual air temperature remains constant. This is
the infrared radiation of the sun. Just like the sun, the ›feel warm‹ infrared ration heater
produces comfortable thermal radiation.
As a result of the heat transfer a cosy indoor climate and an even room temperature is created.

feel warm - benefits
Perfect addition to a slower heating system
Buildings which are equipped with underfloor heating, for example, do not allow
a spontaneous change of the room temperature. The ›feel warm‹ infrared radiation
heater is perfect for use as additional heating to increase the perceived room
temperature in the radiation range within a short space of time, and thus to provide
a pleasant and cosy warmth.

Energy efficient and low cost heating
The power consumption and heat output are almost identical with ›feel warm‹, the
efficiency is almost 100%. For this reason, ›feel warm‹ is perfect for use as additional
or transition heating.

Optimum indoor climate and well-being
The wodtke ›feel warm‹ infrared radiation heater does not emit the radiation into the
ambient air, but to objects in the vicinity, such as furniture or walls. This prevents the
air from drying out, which leads to an optimum indoor climate.

Alleviation of muscular complaints and back pain
The blood vessels are expanded and the circulation stimulated as a result of the
direct heat of the infrared radiation – the heat relieves tension and is considered to
be beneficial to your health in the event of muscular complaints and back pain.

Clear and puristic design
The new product line ›feel warm‹ seamlessly fits into the wodtke language of shapes
and materials. High-quality materials combine with innovative technology to become
lasting values. Because at wodtke, design is always combined with the requirement for
sustainability.

Technical data
Models					Details
IR B 300

IR W 300

IR B 500

IR W 500

IR B 700

IR W 700

IR B 900

Connection power:
Rated power:		
Mains connection:
Protection class:
Dimensions:		
Colours:		
Item no.:		
Weight: 		

280 Watt
300 Watt
1/N/PE ~ 230 V 50 Hz
IP24
W x H x D / 600 x 600 x 49 mm
black / white
002 030 / 002 130
7.8 kg

Connection power:
Rated power:
Mains connection:
Protection class:
Dimensions:
Colours:		
Item no.:		
Weight:

470 Watt
500 Watt
1/N/PE ~ 230 V 50 Hz
IP24
W x H x D / 600 x 1000 x 49 mm
black / white
002 050 / 002 150
12.9 kg

Connection power:
Rated power:
Mains connection:
Protection class:
Dimensions:
Colours:		
Item no.:		
Weight:

660 Watt
700 Watt
1/N/PE ~ 230 V 50 Hz
IP24
W x H x D / 600 x 1400 x 49 mm
black / white
002 070 / 002 170
18.2 kg

Connection power:
Rated power:
Mains connection:
Protection class:
Dimensions:
Colours:		
Item no.:		
Weight:

850 Watt
900 Watt
1/N/PE ~ 230 V 50 Hz
IP24
W x H x D / 600 x 1800 x 49 mm
black / white
002 090 / 002 190
23.4 kg

IR W 900

“The infrared radiation heater meets the current
trends. The heat and the heating of the future require
an interaction of different kinds of energies for an
integrated and sustainable heating system.”

Christiane Wodtke,
managing partner / CEO

Enjoy a tour through our product spectrum and experience heat in its most attractive forms.
If you want to know what wodtke can show you apart from the ›feel warm‹, e.g. pellet
stoves – or wood-burning stoves or electric fireplaces, visit our website, our brand new
online shop or – in person – our Feuerforum® in Tübingen.
We look forward to seeing you.
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